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There’s not really any easy way to get into this sub-
ject, so I’ll just jump right in. At the last business
meeting of the Hephaestus, I announced that it was
my intention to step down from the Captain’s Chair of
the USS Hephaestus.  I’ve given the matter a great
deal of thought and prayer, and I feel it’s the right
time to make this decision. I’ve always believed that
turnover of the top positions is a good thing, and that
putting ‘new blood’ to work with their new ideas can
rejuvenate a chapter. I’m also currently running for
the position of Regional Coordinator for Region 02,
and should I win that position, I’ll need all my time
available to dedicate to it.

I’m not going anywhere. The USS Hephaestus
remains my passion for fandom, and I don’t antici-
pate ever deserting her. It’s the only club I belong to,
and that’s for good reason. I’ve been extremely proud
to be your Commanding Officer, and whoever follows
me can look forward to a great crew.

Last week, Denby and I had the honor of attending
the wedding of Ralph Planthold and Sunnie Banister
in Mobile. A lot of chapters from around Region 02
were in attendance, proving once again how much
this Region loves its own!  I also had the great honor
to emcee the Change of Command ceremonies for
the two chapters affected by this union, the USS
Jubilee and USS Okatoma. Ralph and Sunnie have
been wonderful Commanding Officers, but since I
know the two new Commanding Officers also, I feel
certain the chapters are in great hands.  Everyone in
attendance had a great time, and hopefully we’ll get
some pictures out for all to see.

It was recently announced that Starfleet Academy is
making OTS (Officer’s Training School) and OCC
(Officer’s Command College) available for free, if

you take them over the internet. We’ve got a high
percentage of SFI members who have these cours-
es, but I’d love to see 100% on both of them! If
you’ve got the connectivity, you no longer have any
excuse to not take these courses. Head over to
http://www.wow-web.com/sfi-
sfa/onlinearea/schlist.asp for the details.

Pete Mohney and I are Chair and Vice Chair of a
committee bidding to bring the 2004 Starfleet
International Conference to Birmingham. We believe
our bid looks really good, containing representation
from many chapters across Region 02.We had hoped
to find out who won the bid on February 15, based
on the written guidelines downloaded from Starfleet’s
web site. As we discovered, those guidelines are not
followed to the letter, and the decision for 2004 will
be made at the 2002 International Conference, in just
a week. Keep your fingers crossed!

Speaking of money, donations to the club are
always welcome. Now, however, there’s something
new you can do to make the chapter some money.
The Hephaestus now has a CafePress web site,
where you can order shirts, mugs, mousepads, and
other merchandise for the chapter. A small markup
has been added to each item, which will come to the
chapter. Feel free to browse
http://www.cafepress.com/ussheph for the mer-
chandise.

If you have an e-mail address, and you aren’t
receiving e-mail from me, then make sure I have it.
Send it to me at TrekNoid@aol.com, and I’ll add you
to the Hephaestus mailing list. This has become a
very convenient way to keep everyone in touch for
last-minute items. Members and Subscribers alike
are welcome.

www.wow-web.com/sfi-sfa/onlinearea/schlist.asp
www.cafepress.com/ussheph


Greetings, 

I am in the process of putting together a
movie night for the month of August.  As of this
printing the date is not yet nailed down.  Stay
tuned to the Hephaestus web site for more info
on when and where.  

The date for the Hephaestus annual
Halloween party is set.  It will be Saturday,

October 26th, at the home of Pete and Sue Ellen Mohney. It all begins at 7:00pm.
This party is always a lot of fun, as are all our parties, and if you have never attended

please do so.  Costumes are not required but you are urged to get into the spirit of the
evening and dress up.  

Well, that about all I have for now.  Hope to see you at the next meeting.

Dennis
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Amazon Facts

The Amazon River in South America is the world’s second longest
river (6439 km), and carries far more water than any other river.

The Amazon Basin—the area drained by the Amazon River and its
tributaries—covers over 7 mil-
lion sq. km and contains the
world’s largest tropical rainfor-

est.

The Amazon is home to 30,000 different plants, 30,000 million
insects, 1,500 kinds of birds, 3,000 species of animal life; more of
each discovered each day.

10% of the rainforest has been lost forever as trees are cut for wood
and or to clear way for gold mining and population growth in humans.

The mountains of the Amazon are called the Andes.

Region 2 personnel are to be reminded that the R2 Sciences Logo
Contest is open for entries. The winner will get 1 year of Starfleet
membership paid for. Money for the membership has been given to
the region already.

Capt. Neil Yawn

CMOSNUFFY@aol.com

http://www.sev.com.au/toonzone/sevtrek.asp
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Remember you can download a full color ver-
sion of The Anvil from the Hephaestus Web
site.  Simply go to
http://www.shakaree.org/ncc2004/news.html
to download the files.  These versions contain
the same info you get in the printed version but
do contain extra news and info that simply can-
not fit into this version.  Take a look and enjoy.

The deadline for the next Anvil is Sunday August 25th.  This gives you plenty of time to put together
your submissions.  Feel free to submit any articles you feel will improve The Anvil and make it a
publication you will enjoy all the more.

Dennis

The July Business meeting was held at
Barnes and Noble in Hoover. Turnout was pret-
ty good, considering the summer weather,
including the triumphant return of the Yawn
family, who have been pressed with work
schedules the last few months! The new books
for the month of July were briefly displayed and
talked about. The main business discussed
was the announcement by Danny Potts of his
intention to step out of the Captain’s Chair at
the end of 2002. Danny’s currently involved in
the race for Regional Coordinator for Region
02, and will need to release responsibility for
his many Starfleet positions to concentrate on
this one important one. There was a little dis-
cussion of this decision, but all in attendance
understood and stand behind his decision. The
crew then turned to socializing and playing The
Great Dalmuti for the remainder of the evening.

The July Social meeting was cancelled due to
bad weather. No minutes to report.

All times, dates and locations are subject to change without
notice. Please contact Captain Danny Potts or any other
command officer before attending meetings if you haven’t
been in touch recently.

Date Day Time Event/Location
Aug 5 M 7:00 Business Meeting/Barnes & Noble
Aug 16 F 7:00 Social Meeting, Mohneys'
Sept 2 M 7:00 Business Meeting/Barnes & Noble
Sept ? ?  ? Movie Night, Night and Time TBA
Sept 20 F 7:00 Social Meeting, Mohneys'
Oct 7 M 7:00 Business Meeting/Barnes & Noble
Oct 18 F 7:00 Social Meeting, Mohneys'
Oct 26 Sa 7:00 Halloween Party, Mohneys’

http://www.shakaree.org/ncc2004/news.html
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Aug 5 Neil Armstrong 
Aug 07 Cirroc Lofton
Aug 19 Gene Roddenberry 
Aug 19 Diana Muldar
Aug 19 Jonathan Frakes
Aug 24 Jennifer Lien 
Aug 26 Mike Okuda
Aug 10 Becky Akins

Previous Balance: 147.63
Income: 0.00
Expenses: 0.00
New Balance: 147.63

There is a date on the mailing label on your Anvil, which
shows your Hephaestus expiration date, when you will
cease receiving your newsletter. I will include a renewal
reminder note in your last Anvil, encouraging you to renew.
You can, of course, renew whenever you like! It will always
extend your membership by a year.

The following is a list of those whose Starfleet International membership expiration dates are known (I have
your Starfleet card with your expiration date on it). Due to some problems with memberships not being
received, I’m going to take a closer hand in keeping up with expirations, renewals and lost Communiques.

Member Expires

Becky Akins 05/31/02

Roy Green 10/13/02

Pete, Sue Ellen, Nick and Katrina Mohney 10/13/02

Arthur Sheffield 12/08/02

Dean Brown 01/15/03

Nancy O’Shields 01/20/03

Sheila Benton 01/22/03

Danny, Denby and Matthew Potts 02/21/03

Roger and Debra Burhite 03/03/03

Member Expires

Lisa Cardwell 03/09/03

Katie Cundiff 03/09/03

Randy Stephenson 03/09/03

Dean Meadows 03/09/03

Pat Simmons 04/14/03

Mark, Pamela and Michelle Lindsay 07/16/03

Neil and Lynnette Yawn 08/13/03

Dennis Evans 09/26/03

Dean and Loma Brown II 01/05/04



SFIFL Announcement

Greetings SFI Members,

It took till the beginning of the 21st Century- but SFI is finally
going to have a very unique’ and distinctive addition—-as of now!

<suspense builds>

OK- I’d like to make the following Announcement...

Are You Ready ??? Figured it out yet ? Maybe, maybe not....

What am I up to this time ??? Ok-enough suspense....

Without further ado-

Without undue delay-

Finally-Just what You’ve been waiting for !!!!

<drum roll builds to crescendo>

The SFIFL is Here!!!

No it’s not the Starfleet International Football League—-

It’s better than that!!!

Announcing the formation of: .

The SFIFL invites all those who love to fish- Ladies and Gentlemen in SFI-to join it’s noteworthy newly-form-
ing organization. Adults and Young People-kids and Grandparents- all are invited—- Membership is free !

Do YOU Love to Fish ???? The SFIFL is for YOU!

Whether it’s freshwater or saltwater- streams or rivers or ponds or even Oceans- the SFIFL is for You!

Soon I will be forming a SFIFL List Serve where we can gather and talk Fishing! What sort of Rods and
Reels do YOU own ? What do you like to Fish for ? What’s the largest You’ve caught ? Do you fish for relax-
ation or to actually clean and cook em ? What’s your funniest fishing story ?  Got any ideas and thoughts on
just how to catch em ???

It’s time to change out of that standard SFI/SFMC uniform and put on your favorite fishing shirt or vest and
pick up that Rod or Cane pole and head for the transporter room. The SFIFL is calling You!

Interested ? Comments ? Thoughts ?

I got a few- A SFIFL Website—anyone want to help put that together ???

A SFIFL Column for the COMMUNIQUE’...or a SFIFL Online Newsletter....  Someday the SFIFL will eventu-
ally be holding a Fleet-wide Fishing Tournament complete with a 1st Place SFIFL Trophy. Imagine a Fishing
Fundraiser to benefit the SFI Regional Benevolence Funds or the SFA Scholarship Trust Fund Program.
Competition between SFI Fishing League members and Klingons or Romulan Fishing enthusiasts!!! SFI Inter-
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chapter/regional Fishing Expeditions!!!

The Skies the limit with how far the SFIFL can contribute and how much FUN!!!! the SFIFL members can
have.

But the SFIFL needs YOU to join first! So Pass the word across the Fleet.  THE SFIFL is here to stay—
Now- and looking for a few hundred Fishing League members.

Here is the requirements and criteria for membership:

1. Love to Fish.

2. Member of SFI-past,present,or future.

3. Want to have FUN through SFIFL.

So shoot me a email privately—-and we’ll see what happens.

Did I mention- Membership is FREE ?

Commodore Bill Herrmann,Fisherman Extraordinaire’/Organizer
STAR FLEET INTERNATIONAL FISHING LEAGUE
9908 Berrywood Drive, Ladson,SC 29456 USA
email: OpEagle@Bellsouth.Net

P.S. Liars Welcome!

CS IS FEELING BETTER

Greetings All,

In the last day or so I have
been able to get online some to

visit. In doing so I have had a number of people ask-
ing about how I was doing, so I wanted to drop
everyone a quick note. 

At this point both a cardiologist and my personal
doctor are still working to determine the exact cause
of the sudden onset of cardiac related symptoms.
However, I would like to note that I am feeling a great
deal better. I am back to about 75% from earlier in
the week and doing okay. I am back to work doing
light duty stuff including some special programs,
nothing very taxing yet.

At this juncture Mike Malotte still has the keys to the
fleet and will until IC. This will allow me to continue to
recover, improve and be ready for all of the exciting
action planned for IC 2002. Mike will be in regular
contact with me so that I can keep abreast of what is
going on. However, I am confident that Fleet is fine in
his hands.

Deidre, Zachary and I would like to send a big
thank you to everyone who emailed, called and sent
me cards. It was very reassuring to know that we
have so many STARFLEET friends and family who
care.

Take care.

Onward, 

FADM Les Rickard
Commander, STARFLEET
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A Message to Starfleet from William
Shatner

Dear Starfleet Personnel,

I’m beaming up for the last time
for my biggest battle against the
Klingons and the Borg. This
coming August 31st, in Joliet,
Illinois I will be leading the
Federation team in SPPLAT
ATTACK! Its going to be the
largest paintball competition ever

staged. I’m hoping many of you will be able to join
me since this one of the only ways I’m able to relive
the role of Captain Kirk. Nationally syndicated shock
jock, ManCow, is leading the Klingon team and one
of the paintball gurus will be assimilating everyone he
can on to his Borg team. This is shaping up to be
one of the most unique, interactive Star Trek experi-
ences ever created.

If you would like to join my team, The Federation,
please sign up at my website
http://www.williamshatner.com. You can also sign
up to be on the Klingon or Borg teams on my site as
well. On Saturday night, after the games end, we’re

also having a Star Trek convention which everyone,
player or not, is invited to.

This really should be a fun event and what makes it
even better is that proceeds from the event will go
the Hollywood Charity Horse Show, which benefits
handicapped children and other children’s programs.
Even if you’re not up for the SPPLAT ATTACK!
Please consider making a donation to Hollywood
Charity Horse Show. You can find out more about
them at http://www.horseshow.org. You can also
mail donations to them at:

The Hollywood Charity Horse Show
c/o MCTSP
760 North La Cienega
Los Angeles, California
90069-5204

So I hope y’all will come by now. I look forward to
seeing you. Please feel free to forward this message
to all interested parties.

My best, 

Bill

A Message to Starfleet from William
Shatner
part 2

Hi Gang!

A quick introductioon I’m Paul and I work for William
Shatner. I just wanted to follow up Bill’s e-mail to
you with some further details on the Paintball event.

As Bill hinted in his note; he is calling this possibly
the LAST appearance of Captain Kirk in public
(although I can’t actually remember a first time that
Captain Kirk appearend in public.) Paramount has
been great at allowing the names to be used for this
charity event and in allowing Bill to portray Captain
Kirk one more time but the reality is who knows when
the next time this will happen; if at all?.

For those who are possibly thinking about attending
but are still undecided maybe this will help. There is
a documentary being filmed on Bill and this event by

a Hollywood film company and it is the hope that all
who attend will be able to get into this documentary
as well. I know the film producers and they have
assured me that there emphasis will be on the partic-
ipants. Additionally if you own a digital film movie
camera, take it with you. The company will be giving
out film for you to take your own perspectives of the
event, drop off the film on your way out and hopefully
it will be included in the final cut of the film.  All par-
ticpants will be signing model releases for the film as
a condition to play in the game.

It’s a scenario paintball event which is more like a
scripted storyline than an all out enemies face each
other and at the sound of the whistle race down a hill
towards each other (a la Braveheart) with paintball
guns blazing. In fact Bill wrote the scenario himself
so those that attend will be “acting” in a storyline that
Bill himself created.

If you are a fan and are based in the Chicago area
or if there’s a ship or other club that is based in the

www.williamshatner.com
www.horseshow.org
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area that would like to send volunteers to help for the
event - they certainly can use more manpower.  The
commitment is for 3 hours of volunteering. After that
you are free to join the game, there will be rental
guns (called markers) available for $30 and that
includes a facemask and special commemorative t-
shirt of the event (you get to keep the face mask and
t-shirt.) If you’d like to volunteer drop an e-mail to
the volunteer coordinator ASAP: marstoq@western-
com.net and tell him you want to volunteer for the
Shatnerball event.

Also remember that there’s a Star Trek convention
run by Creation that evening as well- August 31st
(Saturday) 2-7PM at the Empress Casino.  Check out
www.creationent.com for more details.

If you do have questions you can certainly direct
them to me either privately via e-mail or here on the
list. I’ve been a member of this list since late 2001.

Paul

College of History - New Address

Hello All,

Just a note to let you know that the College of
History at Starfleet Academy and the Cadet
Academy, has a new address.

Deborah Butcher
40 Pinecroft Dr. Apt B
Taylors, SC 29687

Happy History Hunting!

Marlene
academy@sfi.org

E-Mail Address Changes and STARFLEET-L

Ladies and gentlemen,

As an additional reminder, you can change your own subscriptions by going to:

http://www.fleetlist.org/mailman/listinfo/starfleet-l

Please use this as your first step as opposed to contacting me and asking me to change your subscriptions
when you change your E-Mail address.

Thank you,

Dave Blaser
STARFLEET-L List Admin
DaveB@Region13.org

www.creationent.com
www.fleetlist.org/mailman/listinfo/startleet-l
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New Book: The Making of Yesterday’s
Enterprise

Dear Friends:

My self-published book entitled “The Making of
Yesterday’s Enterprise” is now available exclusively
from Lincoln Enterprises at
http:store.roddenberry.com.  The book contains the
entire final draft shooting script from the episode as
well as all the early drafts of the story and details
about the original concept and how it was developed.
The book also shares a number of my own personal
insights and memories on the making of “Yesterday’s
Enterprise” and includes several behind-the-scenes
photographs—including me made up as a Klingon
from my extra stint in Star Trek IV: The Undiscovered
Country!  Please let people know I will be in Las
Vegas with the official Dead Zone booth at the official
Star Trek Convention at the Las Vegas Hilton on
August 2-4, 2002. During the convention, I will be
doing booking signings at the Lincoln Enterprises
tables.

“Yesterday’s Enterprise, the Star Trek universe’s
smartest time-travel experiment (and a longtime
fan favorite).”

* Entertainment Weekly, July 1, 2002

THE MAKING OF YESTERDAY’S ENTERPRISE
MEET THE AUTHOR: ERIC A. STILLWELL

Script Coordinator on Star Trek: The Next
Generation, Star Trek: Insurrection & The Dead Zone;
co-story writer of “Yesterday’s Enterprise” (TNG),
“Prime Factors” (Star Trek: Voyager), and the Star
Trek: Deep Space Nine novel “The 34th Rule”

@

THE OFFICIAL STAR TREK CONVENTION
Las Vegas Hilton, Las Vegas, Nevada
August 2-4, 2002

Book Signing @ the Lincoln Enterprises Tables (or
order via internet @ http://store.roddenberry.com)

http://www.sev.com.au/toonzone/sevtrek.asp
store.roddenberry.com
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Shockwave, Part II

TrekWeb has received the first information on the
second season premiere of ENTERPRISE,
“Shockwave, Part II”. In this exciting finale to the
first season finale, the story picks up on Earth of the
31st century and has some interesting surprises in
store. 

According to our source, Archer and Crewman
Daniels visit a human camp while searching for a
library. Women in the camp show confusion when
Daniels asks them where a monument is that he’s
looking for. After a moment he realizes the truth: the
monument was never built.

Archer is curious and asks Daniels what he’s looking
for. The mysterious time traveller tells him that he
brought Archer to this point in time in order to pro-
tect the future, not cause these disastrous results.
He informs Archer that the monument stood for a
Federation, that doesn’t exist in the captain’s timeline
yet.

Daniels doesn’t elaborate further and the two pro-
ceed to search for the library. But the data is all
stored electronically and Archer quickly learns from
the inhabitants’ confused responses that there is no
electricity—and they don’t seem to understand why
Archer is surprised to see all the destruction sur-
rounding them.

The two men reach a large building in disrepair. As
they ascend a staircase we see a huge rotunda struc-
ture, with floors upon floors of bookshelves. Daniels
doesn’t understand why there are paper books in this
building, they shouldn’t be there he insists. Archer
suggests looking through some of them to discover
clues as to the fate of the last thousand years of his-
tory.

Meanwhile on the bridge of the Enterprise, the
Suliban and Silik have boarded the ship and taken

hostages. Silik recovers the discs stolen from the
Suliban ship and forces Hoshi to admit that they had-
n’t had time to copy them. A new Suliban officer,
Raan, emerges from a turbolift and tells Silik that
Archer isn’t there. Silik interrogates T’Pol about
Archer’s knowledge of the Temporal Cold War and
she tells him that Archer was last seen entering the
turbolift.

Silik detects a temporal signature in the life and sur-
mises that perhaps the crew isn’t lying. He orders
Trip to disable all ship’s systems except engineering
and the bridge. For now, the crew must comply and
the NX-01 moves away at impulse with the cell-ships.

The Enterprise docks with the Suliban helix and Silik
and Raan attempt to contact their commander from
the future in the echo-chamber. Silik becomes con-
cerned when he will not respond and Raan suggests
that perhaps he is angry that they did not retrieve
Archer. Raan suggests destroying the Enterprise to
complete their original mission but Silik insists that
Archer has travelled in time and they need new
instructions. They cannot raise the FutureGuy and
Raan again says they should destroy the Enterprise.
Silik orders Raan to bring him T’Pol.

In the 31st century, Archer and Daniels read books
on the floor of the dark, dusty library. Archer says he
hasn’t found a single reference to a Federation and
Daniels says he shouldn’t expect to because Archer
“wasn’t there.” Archer seems dubious about the
notion that his disappearance could change history.

Reed is in his quarters when Hoshi appears outside—
topless, covering her chest with her arms. Moments
later, as two Suliban officers harrass T’Pol in the cor-
ridor, Trip and Reed drop from the ceiling and take
them out with hyposprays. In Trip’s quarters the offi-
cers agree on a dangerous course of action.

Later, Silik tries making contact with the future
informant, Trip mounts a coup in engineering. Trip

Date  Prod  #  Title

Sept 18 128 Shockwave, Part II

Sept 25 127 Carbon Creek

Oct 2  129 Minefield
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rigs an explosion that immobilizes several Suliban
soliders coming to investigate engineering—Trip has
set a warp core reactor breach.

Silik orders the Enterprise away from the Helix as he
continues working with a glowing device in the Helix
chamber, Raan commanding the Suliban operation on
the Enterprise. Suliban ships begin towing the NX-01,
nacelles trailing plasma exhaust, away from the helix.
Meanwhile, Silik’s work with the strange glowing
device seems to pay off as a figure begins to materi-
alize on the platform.

Please keep in mind that this information is based on
early and incomplete portions of the script for the
episode and much can and is likely to change by the
time the episode airs. The story is © 2002
Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved.

Carbon Creek

Jolene Blalock plays T’Pol’s grandmother in a story
that takes place on 1950s Earth when the Vulcans
secretly visited Earth. For more details check out
Brannon Braga’s comments here and here.

Began location shooting on June 26th; shot before
the season premiere.

Mine Field

Dominic Keating revealed the episode title and con-
firmed that this episode is the Romulan episode in a
TrekWeb interview Monday, July 22nd.

Brannon Braga revealed at the UPN Television Critics
Association gathering on July 13th that Malcom Reed
will spend an episode pinned under a mine outside
the Enterprise (story).

Bakula Talks Season One and Season Two

Scott Bakula talks to SFX Magazine (August 2002
Issue) and Ed Gross about thanking the producers; The
evolution of Captain Archer; Letters from home in ‘Dear
Doctor’; looking back at Season One; how Paramount
wanted a more ‘active’ debut season for Enterprise;
philosophical underpinnings; favorite episodes; fan
feedback and what happens next after ‘Shockwave, Part
I’. The full interview can be found at the source link
below. Here’s a snippet.

Scott was so impressed with the script for
‘Shockwave’, that he rang the producers to thank them
: 

“I did call them, and I said, ‘I so appreciate the num-
ber of really great scripts you’ve given us this first year
and I’m happy to be here.’ The truth is, we’ve all got
along really well and that’s a big part of the excitement.
At the end of the day, after you’ve got through the first
year or so - and it doesn’t matter if you’re doing

Enterprise, a police show or a lawyer show - it really
becomes about who you’re there with. Not just the
people sharing the stage with you, but the people who
are sending scripts down and your executive producers.
It was a great feeling. And those things - and they’re
intangibles - come across on screen.”

After Shockwave Part One, what happens next?

“We’re in a huge dilemma, I’m curious to see how
they’re going to get us out of that situation. But I’m
hoping that we don’t have a year of big change. There
are a lot of sustainable ideas that were begun in the
first year that I hope we don’t run away from too quick-
ly. I hope that we continue to keep the kind of fresh,
eyes-wide-open adventure that we’ve got going. And I
certainly hope that the relationships will continue to
deepen. I’m looking for a lot more camaraderie with the
crew and, maybe, some more Earth stuff, which we
haven’t done enough of. I’m excited. They kept surpris-
ing me this year - and that’s the best way to be.”

http://www.sev.com.au/toonzone/sevtrek.asp
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Linda Park Likes Enterprise Surprises

“We’ve only been back for a week, so
I haven’t really talked to [executive
producer] Brannon [Braga],” Park said
in an interview. “I have talked to some
of the writers, and they’ve told me
what’s coming up, just in the near
future, just the next couple of
episodes, not for the whole season.”

Park added, “I like to be surprised.
I’ve talked to the writers about where I’m at, but they
don’t know either. That’s their work. They’re figuring it
out as they go along. They have a good idea of the major
points they want to hit, but within that, there’s a lot of
room to come up with spontaneous ideas or to try things
out and see if that’s a direction they want to go.”

Buffy/Enterprise Boost UPN

Buffy the Vampire Slayer and Enterprise helped boost
UPN’s ratings among total viewers last season by 15 per-
cent, Variety reported. The fifth season of Buffy, which
moved to the Smackdown network from The WB, and the
premiere season of Star Trek spinoff Enterprise also
helped UPN see a 13 percent increase in adult viewers
18-49 and a 19 percent hike in adults 18-34 in the 2001-
‘02 season, the trade paper reported.

In all three categories, UPN bested its archrival The WB.
But UPN’s other pickup from The WB, Roswell, tanked in
the ratings and wasn’t renewed, the trade paper report-
ed.

Looking ahead, it’s an open question whether Buffy will
continue after UPN’s deal with the show’s producer, 20th
Century Television, expires next spring. Star Sarah
Michelle Gellar has been publicly noncommittal about
returning for the 2003-‘04 season. But Buffy creator Joss
Whedon has been planning for such a possibility and
might be inclined to continue even without Gellar, the
trade paper reported.

Billingsley Talks Phlox/Archer Comedic
Episode

John Billingsley, who plays the Denobulan Dr. Phlox on
UPN’s Enterprise, told SCI FI Wire that he will anchor an
upcoming second-season episode that features Capt.
Archer (Scott Bakula) and his beagle, Porthos. The “fourth
or fifth ... episode with Scott and myself, for reasons I
don’t yet know, we are in the sick bay together,”
Billingsley said in an interview at UPN’s recent fall preview
party in Los Angeles. “I think ... the captain’s dog is ill. So
it’s sort of an Odd Couple episode. I think it’s revealed
that I have a very long tongue. That’s about all I know.
But I assume we might learn a little bit more about
Denobula.”

As for secrets about Phlox’s past? “I always say to peo-
ple, in hopes that if I say it often enough, it’ll come true,
I would like [that] my wife, Bonnie [Friedericy], ... one
day [will] be introduced as all three of my wives,”
Billingsley said, half-joking. “That all of the women on
Denobula look like her. That would be fun. And that
would give her a lot of episodes, and we’d have more
residual checks coming into the home.” The second sea-
son of Enterprise kicks off in the fall.

http://www.sev.com.au/toonzone/sevtrek.asp
http://www.sev.com.au/toonzone/sevtrek.asp
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Braga Comments on “Carbon Creek”
and Script Leaks

An episode of Enterprise next fall will be set in
1957 and “it’s going to turn out that the Vulcans
were keeping an eye on Sputnik when it got
launched,” said Rick Berman, co-creator of the UPN
series.

Even more significantly, Berman added that the
Vulcans “have a little accident and have to land in
western Pennsylvania.... It’s going to turn out that
Zefram Cochrane was not the first human to make
contact with Vulcans.”

*  And it moves Enterprise’s T’Pol (played by Jolene
Blalock) deeper into Star Trek history. T’Pol’s great-
grandmother—also played by Blalock—is part of that
1957 Vulcan crew.

*  “We get criticisms of our scripts the day they go

out (to show staff),” Braga said at the UPN party.

“People are posting the script” on the Internet, he
said. “It is a problem. Unfortunately, our scripts go
out to hundreds and hundreds of people, including
casting agents and all sorts of different kinds of peo-
ple. It’s very hard to control who might be getting a
script and logging on.”

“On the one hand, you’re really disappointed that
the entire plot line of part two of the cliffhanger can
be seen (online) right now,” Braga said.

“But on the other hand, better an obsessive interest
than no interest,” Braga continued. “It’s great that
people even care enough to retype the entire script
for the Internet.”

“We really have a good instinct about what’s been
done over the years, and we’re constantly trying to
keep things pushed forward.”

Keating Talks Romulan Episode “Minefield”

”I’ve got a great episode coming up right now, episode
three of the second season called ‘Minefield.’ I’m learning the
lines like crazy at the moment—I’m outside the ship and try-
ing to defuse a mine,” he pauses for a second before shifting
into a jocular tone. “And then it all goes wrong man! I don’t
know if I’m coming back for episode four!”

The episode is penned by new co-producer John Shiban,
formerly of THE X-FILES, and features Keating’s character
prominently in ENTERPRISE’s highly-anticipated first
encounter with a fan favorite: the Romulans. 

”We’re shooting it right now,” he says as we reach the
lobby. “It’s a great episode, it really bonds Captain Archer
and Malcolm Reed, we have a lot of scenes together. It’s kind
of ‘Shuttlepod One’ but with the captain outside rather [than
trapped together with Reed]. I haven’t seen the sets, [but] it’s a great episode, you’re going to like
it!” 

“We meet the Romulans for the first time, and I have NO idea who they are!”
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Writer Mike Sussman Talks Alien
Continuity

“We’re very conscious of what’s come before, and
we always try to respect it. We’re all fans of the
other series, and we enjoy tossing in a future refer-
ence, even if only a handful of viewers will get it. I
think Phyliss and I have dropped in more references
in our scripts than anyone else this year. We men-
tioned the Malurians, Tellarites, Coridan. We even
dropped in Spock’s hometown of Shikahr from the
animated series.”

“The Klingons are a race I imagine we’ll revisit. The
staff has talked about showing their evolution into
the ‘smooth headed’ and more cutthroat Klingons of
the TOS era. I don’t know about the smooth fore-
heads, but I’d be interested in finding out why the
Klingons never talked about honor in all the years
Kirk dealt with them,” Sussman posits. “They really
seemed much more interested in glory and treachery
than honor in those days. Maybe they found the
whole ‘honor’ thing wasn’t working for them. There
are so many ways to go with the Klingons. I think

the least interesting choice is to show them behaving
in exactly the same way as they will in the 24th cen-
tury, and I think we were a little guilty of that this
season.”

“Meeting the Ferengi was probably one of the more
controversial choices this season, but I think we
structured the show in a way that preserves Picard’s
first contact with them. Besides, every DS9 fan
knows Earth’s real first contact with the Ferengi was
in Roswell in 1947!”

“There are lots of other aliens I’d love to tackle.
Who wouldn’t want to see first contact with the
Tholians? But that’s the challenge and the danger in
writing for a prequel series. I think one of the rea-
sons the Tholians are such a favorite is because they
are mysterious; we only saw them one time on the
viewscreen. Are they some kind of crystalline life-
form, or was that just a guy in a helmet? As soon as
we start filling in the blanks, there’s a risk they’ll
become a little less appealing. Some people have
said that’s what happened to the Borg after a couple
of years.”

Paramount Celebrates 90 Years ; Trek
Praised

A special edition of trade paper The
Hollywood Reporter hit the stands
and the Internet today to celebrate
Paramount Pictures’ 90th anniversary,
and throughout the issue one fact is
unavoidable: The studio owes a huge
amount of its success to the vision of
the future created by Gene

Roddenberry.

“Other than MGM/UA’s 40-year-old James Bond
series, no franchise has come even close to having
the longevity and success of Star Trek,” says one of
several articles dedicated to the history of the studio
that began life in 1912 as Famous Players Film Co.,
and today remains one of Hollywood’s “old guard.”
(Paramount, in fact, is the only major Hollywood stu-
dio that still actually resides, geographically, in
Hollywood.)

The final article of the July 2002 special issue is

exclusively devoted to Star Trek. The story entitled
“Still Boldly Going” begins:

“When then-parent company Gulf + Western
Industries dissolved Desilu Prods. into Paramount
Pictures in 1967, nobody could have predicted that
one of Desilu’s less-heralded assets, Star Trek — a
sci-fi series limping through its second and penulti-
mate season on NBC — would become Paramount’s
most profitable franchise. The show has spawned
four subsequent series to date, a vocal global fan
base, a merchandising giant and a succession of big-
screen spinoffs — the 10th of which, ‘Star Trek:
Nemesis,’ is scheduled to hit theaters Dec. 13.

“’We see no signs of the Star Trek franchise weak-
ening,’ says Rob Friedman, chief operating officer of
Paramount Pictures and vice chairman of the
Paramount Motion Picture Group. ‘The new TV show,
Enterprise, is strong, video sales are strong, and the
movies are performing in the $80 million to $100 mil-
lion range.’”
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Frakes Talks Riker Character
Developments (Spoilers)

Finally, Will Riker gets
his own starship.

The first officer of the
Enterprise will become the
captain of another ship in
“Star Trek: Nemesis.” The
latest “Next Generation”
movie will beam into the-
aters Dec. 13 and involves
Capt. Picard facing the
Romulans.

“It’s been a good job for
a long time,” said

Jonathan Frakes, who has played Riker during the
“Next Generation” TV run from 1987-1994 and in the
subsequent movies.

“Star Trek: Nemesis” returns to the big action in
previous “Star Trek” movies, Frakes said. “I think it’ll
be different from the last one (‘Star Trek:
Insurrection’).

“This one is about loyalty and friendship and fight-
ing for the survival of the galaxy. The stakes are
high,” Frakes said. “There’s a huge battle, and they
play mind games. The ‘Star Trek’ philosophy of

cloning is discussed.”

“Nemesis” also features the wedding of Riker and
Deanna Troi (Marina Sirtis).

“Finally!” Frakes said. “It’s been so many years
since Riker and Troi looked longingly at each other.”

Troi joins Riker on his new ship, and other familiar
crew members leave the Enterprise, Frakes said.
Picard is left with the “empty nest” feeling that par-
ents have when their kids grow up and leave.

“Picard feels his own mortality in a huge way. All of
us are leaving the ship,” Frakes said.

“I think if this one does well, I can’t imagine why
they would stop making them,” he said about the
possibility of future “Next Generation” movies.

And “Star Trek: Nemesis” will feature cameos by
Whoopi Goldberg as Guinan, Wil Wheaton as Wesley
Crusher and Kate Mulgrew as Kathryn Janeway, pro-
moted to admiral after having brought her ship back
to Earth in the spinoff series “Star Trek: Voyager.”

In addition to playing Riker, Frakes directed “Star
Trek: First Contact” and “Star Trek: Insurrection.” 

Stuart Baird directed “Nemesis,” and Frakes said he
enjoyed just being an actor this time and getting to
spend more time with his “Next Generation” friends.
“In many ways, it was like we had never left.”

Star Trek III Special Collector’s Edition
DVD

Now for the big news of the morn-
ing: Paramount has officially
announced the DVD release of their
Star Trek III: The Search for Spock -
Special Collector’s Edition for
October 22nd!

The 2-disc set will include the orig-
inal theatrical cut of the film on Disc

One, in anamorphic widescreen video with Dolby
Digital 5.1 audio. You will also find feature-length
audio commentary with director Leonard Nimoy,
writer/producer Harve Bennett, director of photogra-

phy Charles Correll and actress Robin Curtis, along
with another text commentary by Michael and Denise
Okuda. Disc Two will include the Captain’s Log pro-
duction retrospective featurette (featuring new inter-
views with Leonard Nimoy, William Shatner,
Christopher Lloyd and Robin Curtis), the Terraforming
and the Prime Directive featurette (which looks at
the science fiction and real subject of “terraforming”,
featuring an interview with a NASA scientist), 3 addi-
tional production featurettes (Space Docks and Birds
of Prey, Speaking Klingon and Klingon and Vulcan
Costumes), the film’s theatrical trailer, storyboards
and a photo gallery. Note that the street date and
features have been officially confirmed with the stu-
dio.
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Ferengi Family Talk Life After DS9

Chaos reigned at StarTrek.com last week when
three members of Deep Space Nine’s Ferengi ensem-
ble hijacked the site’s chat room. 

Grand Nagus Rom, his wife Leeta and son Nog
were let loose on unsuspecting Trek fans who were
expecting to chat with actors Max Grodénchik, Aron
Eisenberg and Chase Masterson. Rom quickly
imposed an over-18s limit on the chat as his wife
started to talk about her latest fiscal enterprise. 

“Since I’m a liberated female - but I’m also the First
Lady and need to follow Ferengi rules - I’ve opened
the first Ferenginar Victoria’s Secret,” Leeta revealed.
The former Dabo girl has obviously been a stabilising
influence on her stepson since the series ended, with
Starfleet Lieutenant Nog stating he would command
a starship “as long as I can have all Dabo girls as my
crew!” 

Despite Rom’s new high status, the Ferengi First
Family have been having property troubles. “We’re
looking for a home on Ferenginar but the real-estate
market is, at the moment, over valued,” the Grand
Nagus said. “I mean, since the Nagus lives in a
palace, we’re looking for a secondary residence.” 

Eventually the two Ferengi and the Bajoran ex-
Dabo girl were evicted and replaced by Grodénchik,

Eisenberg, Masterson and former Trek pre-production
co-ordinator Lolita Fatjo. Since the end of Deep
Space Nine, the quartet have kept the spirit of the
show’s comedy episodes alive by performing ‘The
Ferengi Family Hour’ regularly at conventions. 

When the stars were asked about their current
projects, Grodénchik revealed he’s been working on
his Star Trek memoirs, called ‘My Brother’s Barkeep.’
For Eisenberg, family has been his first priority. “[I’ve
been] raising my two boys,” he said. “Being the best
father I can be.” 

Masterson is still a prominent genre figure, popping
up in a variety of projects. “Workwise, I just finished
the lead in two features, ‘Terminal Invasion’ on the
Sci-Fi Channel on September 14, and ‘Inhuman,’ a
fabulous film where I ride a motorcycle and shoot
lots of guns. Also, check out Deep Space Explorer on
Space.com ... it’s a fabulous interactive trip through
the universe. I narrate. It’s very cool.” 

Last but not least, Fatjo has become the latest Trek
veteran to serve on Michael Piller’s Dead Zone. “I’m
not working on it in a permanent position, but I’ve
been helping in the writing department on and off for
the last three months,” she said. “For those of you
who have seen it, you know that it’s a very good
show - well written and well acted - and I’m very
glad to have been part of it.” 
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Patrick Stewart Praises NEMESIS, X-
MEN 2 and ENTERPRISE

“I think it’s possible
that there might be
more to anticipate
and to be excited
about with NEMESIS
than with any of our
previous movies,
including everybody’s
favorite, FIRST CON-
TACT,” says Stewart
about the upcoming
TNG movie. “I think
we’ve got the mix
right, in terms of a
strong story.” 

“There are two storylines running side by side,
interconnecting at different times,” he continues. “We
have a very strong action base as well for this, which
means that the dialogue scenes are broken up with
really quite effective sequences of action. It has
romance in it - in fact, it’s probably the sexiest movie
we’ve done in some respects, although unfortunately
none of this involves me. It has a psychological
aspect to it too, which is interesting and potent. And
there are surprises - the kind of surprises that, while
we were shooting it, we were licking our chops with
glee at the thought of these things that were going
to surprise people.” 

“It’s also a very emotional film. I think even those
who are not die-hard fans and don’t know all of the
history of the Next Gen will find it quite intense. I
think it’s more emotional than anything we’ve done
on the big screen before. And because we have both
a director and a writer who are non-Star Trek people
for the first time, I think there is a fresh perspective
on it. John Logan is one of the best writers working
in Hollywood today, and also happens to be a Star
Trek fan - a big Star Trek fan. And of course Stuart
Baird is a very distinguised editor and action direc-
tor.” 

“So I think there’s a lot to look foward to,” promises
Stewart. “And it starts right at the beginning; a cou-
ple of minutes into the film, we’ve got lots of stuff
happening.” 

There have been a lot of rumors about this being

the last TNG movie, but Stewart makes it clear that
he has heard nothing official from the studio. 

“If think it all comes down to economics,” he
muses. “If this movie does well - and I think it has a
good chance of doing well - we may be putting on
our space suits again in a couple of years.” 

“It could go either way really. There’s excellent clo-
sure for everybody in this film. But there’s also a
wide open opportunity just inviting a sequel as well.
[...] With me now, it’s entirely come down to project
by project. If we can have a script as we have with
NEMESIS which is original, fresh and isn’t simply
reheating stuff we’ve seen before, I would be very
happy to continue with it.” 

Stewart’s next project is X-MEN 2 [aka X2] in which
he returns to the role of mutant leader Professor
Charles Xavier. 

“The story [of X2] goes in a direction that I thought
was quite unexpected, which is always a good thing,”
says Stewart of the sequel. “It involves my character
a good deal more than the other movie did. Unlike
the first X-Men where he was just out of the movie
for a big chunk of time, he is consistently active. I
think it’s looking really promising.” 

Stewart won’t entirely rule out a guest appearance
in the new series ENTERPRISE (“Hey, this is Star Trek
- anything can happen”) and admits that he is inter-
ested in directing an episode of the show. 

“I wish ENTERPRISE really well,” he states. “They’re
a terrific cast. Scott Bakula [Captain Archer] is a
wonderful actor and has proved to be a good col-
league, because they were filming at Paramount all
the time we were doing NEMESIS.” 

“No one else may know this” adds Stewart “but my
chair was stolen from the bridge. It was a $20,000
chair. Scott had a replacement made for me which
was a kind of rickety old wooden chair on wheels.” 
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Berman Talks Tom Hardy as Shinzon

In the new issue of Star Trek: Monthly Rick Berman was on hand and talked briefly to Ian Spelling about
some of the things that are coming up on Enterprise. As part of the monthly talk that Berman gives to the
Magazine. Below is a sample of some of the monthly Q&A session that has become a regular part of the UK
Magazine.

Everyone, Patrick Stewart included, seems blown away by British actor Tom Hardy. Where did you find him
and how did he win the role of Shinzon?

Rick Berman: It was an extremely difficult search. We read and watched taped auditions by 200 young
actors. Tom’s audition came from London and it was a very strange tape because it was something that he
had done himself. His agent sent it to us, but Tom was off doing Black Hawk Down. Se he did the audition
tape himself somewhere in Africa [Morrocco Ed.]. It was a black and white tape and it was dreadful quality,
but we saw something remarkable and we got him to do another one. Then we flew him over to the States
and he got the role. He’s an exceptional actor.

New Documentary to Explore “Trek
Nation”

Atmosphere Pictures and the people from
Roddenberry.com are in the early stages of creating a
new documentary that will explore why Star Trek has
become a cultural phenomenon, why the fans are so
devoted, and why the casual viewer might want to
reconsider their perspective on Star Trek fandom.

“Trek Nation” will explore the vision of Gene
Roddenberry and his stufy of human nature, free will
and the role of emerging science in the world, the
site and the studio announced in a recent press
release. It will study how Star Trek has endured over
the generations, and how the series and its spinoffs
have become the moral fables of a new generation.

Crews from Atmosphere Pictures will come out to
visit fans, the stars that carried the message, as well
as university professors and even ministers who have
brought Star Trek stories to the pulpit.

And they are giving fans a chance to be a part of it
as well. Atmosphere Pictures is looking for stories
from fans that ask the following questions: Has Star
Trek changed your life and how? Is there an episode,
storyline or character that has helped you work
through a problem? Has Gene Roddenberry’s vision
made an impact on you personally?
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Rick Sternbach Talks ‘Nemesis’
One of the most challenging parts of bring-

ing STAR TREK to the screen over the last
two decades has always been the develop-
ment of futuristic space ships and technology
that push the limits of the imagination while
trying to remain grounded in believeable
technical theory. No one has had more of an
impact on the designs, graphics, and science
of the various STAR TREK series and movies

than Rick Sternbach. 

Joining the franchise with
its feature film debut in
1979, Sternbach served as
Illustrator on STAR TREK:
THE MOTION PICTURE,
eventually designing one-
third of all the Enterprise
Refit’s control consoles and

shipboard graphic symbols. He contributed
the backlit graphics of the historical Enterprise
vessels, screen computer readouts for various
stations, invented much of the film’s 23rd
century jargon, and even served as liaison
with NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory while
working on the picture. 

From there he served as Illustrator on STAR
TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION for all seven
of its seasons before joining DEEP SPACE
NINE and VOYAGER. Sternbach served not
only as Illustrator but technical advisor to the
producers, developing much of the scientific
jaron affentionately termed “technobabble.”
During his tenure he contributed the designs
of the U.S.S. Voyager, the Deep Space Nine
station, Starfleet runabouts, the U.S.S.
Dauntless, the Future Klingon Dreadnought
(Neg’Var), the U.S.S. Prometheus, the Delta
Flyer, and even the Galor Class Cardassian
cruisers seen frequently in glamorous DS9
space battle sequences. 

Sternbach also contributed uncredited work
to STAR TREK V: THE FINAL FRONTIER as
well as the first two TNG-era pictures, GEN-
ERATIONS—for which he painted backgrounds
for Stellar Cartography—and FIRST CON-
TACT—for which he blueprinted the ten foot
Enterprise-E model for Industrial Light and
Magic. Although sitting out the fifth series
ENTERPRISE, Sternbach recently returned to
the franchise for the fourth TNG pic, NEME-
SIS. The venerable designer contributed the
revamped symbol of the Romulan Star Empire
as Graphic Artist for the film in addition to
several other elements featured prominently
in the film. 

TrekWeb spoke with Sternbach about his
newest work and the intricacies of inventing
the future for this special Q&A. 

You redesigned the Romulan bird logo.
Can you tell us why the producers
decided they wanted a change and why
you chose this particular, metallic,

streamlined look?

RS: The original warbird logo developed for
TNG, while strange and spooky and alien, was
also considered too indistinct as an identifying
symbol of the Romulan Star Empire, and so I
was asked to submit a new look. I began with
some naturalistic sketches of the bird, as if it
were a flesh and blood creature, holding two
spheres in its talons. 

A number of mounting schemes were being
discussed, from being bolted to a wall to
hanging over the senate chamber (the
method eventually chosen), but in any case
the final sculpture of the bird would be more
or less vertical. We gathered references of
eagle, hawk, and condor photography, use of
eagle symbols in German, Roman, and U.S.
armed forces graphics, and even the under-
body pattern from the TOS Romulan cruiser. I
developed the chiseled, stylized look from a
combination of 1930s German eagle political
and advertising depictions, with a dash of the
naturalistic alien structures, the feather
shapes from the TOS cruiser, and what
appeared as horns in the TNG logo to tie the
new symbol to previous incarnations. 

Along the way, the producers requested
changes to add to the menacing qualities of
the bird, including a widening of the
wingspan, the bending forward of the wings
to give them more of an enveloping feel, and
the hunching down of the head. Minor tweaks
were made to the eye ridge and horns and
new copies of the sketches were printed out.
The staff shop at the studio, responsible for
set pieces like columns, stone textures, and
sculptures, set about to carve the bird out of
blocks of rigid foam. The final shape is then
usually given a hard gel coat sealant. I’m sure
different surface treatments were discussed,
since I saw the almost-finished piece on stage
in jet black (which immediately made me
think of the great Maltese Falcon) and a few
shades of dark copper and green, but ulti-
mately the producers settled upon the bur-
nished silver foil you see in the film. 

Were there any other designs you
worked up but ultimately didn’t work,
and was an entirely new logo ever con-
sidered?

RS: There weren’t any real unused designs,
once the initial chiseled-look sketches
appeared. One of the first graphic designs I
produced was one of the last elements filmed,
so there was plenty of time to make changes
if they wanted a different look. It’s pretty

gratifying to see the big beast in the trailer
and adapted for the advertising and website
graphics, and from this point on, under
absolutely no circumstances whatsoever and
upon pain of torture will I say that I gave the
producers the bird. :) 

Tell us which wall decorations you
worked on. Did you do anything in the
Romulan Senate set?

RS: There are a few copies of a large wall
decoration in the entryways to the senate
chamber, designed on the computer and digi-
tally routed and then assembled. These days,
the variety of machines used to take designs
and produce three dimensional objects is both
astounding and welcome, because it makes
our jobs as artists that much easier and more
free to explore complex shapes. The wall dec-
oration is deliberately reminiscent of the posi-
tive/negative spaces seen in works by Frank
Lloyd Wright and, reproduced in smaller sizes,
was also used around the bridge of the new
Romulan Warbird. 

Whatabout the interior of the
Scimitar?

RS: I didn’t have a lot to do with the
Scimitar, but I did produce some of the con-
trol panel graphics and instrumentation for
the Scorpion, the small Reman fighter. Once
graphic artist Wendy Drapanas had devloped
the Reman symbol set, I was able to adapt it
for the control displays. One of those great
new processes for making graphics involves a
raised photosensitive polymer, so that artwork
can be made into low relief dimensional sur-
faces and painted. This was used to make
some of the Scorpion button panels. 

The Scorpion also required some hull mark-
ings, so those were designed on the comput-
er to represent squadron emblems. Typically,
signage elements are produced as either
inkjet output on vinyl, silkscreen ink on white
or colored or metallic vinyl, or vinyl shapes
made by a computer-driven plotter with a
cutting head. The latter can be seen today
even in shopping malls, but the big industrial
units can turn out small intricate shapes or
tens of feet of cut vinyl with no sweat. 

We’ve seen maps in Star Trek before,
but probably nothing as large as the one
Shinzon stands on in the movie. Can you
tell us in what set and what part of the
movie this actually appears and what
you aimed for particularly in this
design?

RS: John Logan’s words provided the inspi-
ration for the map, described as a divided cir-
cle with the Neutral Zone running through it.
This simple concept becomes a powerful sym-
bol for the entire film, and contains sets of
smaller symbols that harken back to the origi-
nal series. I’ll say right off that the final exe-
cution of the design is not as complete as the
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artwork I provided, but there are probably
any number of reasons as to why this is, from
producer and production designer decisions to
lack of time (it was a very large graphic), so
I’ll leave it at that. The map is the central
floor of the senate chamber, and appears very
early in the film. It’s roughly twenty feet in
diameter, with a large collection of cut vinyl,
painted, and inkjet elements applied to the
surface. The idea was to create a polished
stone look bounded by brass or gold metallic
lines. 

I began with the basic circle and Neutral
Zone, with a sprinkling of stars. Not uncon-
sciously, I placed the Romulan home star and
Federation symbol in their respective territo-
ries, arced the Neutral Zone in a slight S-
curve and made one side a contrasting color
to reinforce the yin-and-yang symbology.
Triangular markers for the outposts were
added along with Romulan names for the
stars. A circular grid, centered on the
Romulan star (of course) reinforced the idea
of an expanding empire, along with copies of
the bird symbol ringing the circle, suggesting
the surrounding of potential planetary acquisi-
tions. All of the elements had distinct relation-
ships and purposes. 

I colored the map various shades in
Photoshop, and the producers selected one
with a dark blue and blue-green scheme. A
large black and white scaled print of the map
was output as a guide for the set painters
and the sign shop; once the marble texture
was painted and dry, the inkjet and metallic
vinyls were stuck down. 

Tell us about your work on the new
sci-fi film SOLARIS. Did your extensive
STAR TREK work help you in getting this
assignment and did Steve Soderbergh or
the producers specifically want you to
incorporate or deviate from your past
sci-fi design work?

RS: On SOLARIS, I was one of five graphic
artists hired specifically to design and animate
the video playback material. I got the assign-
ment mainly due the the fact that the first
two artists, Tom Mahoney and Monica
Fedrick, recommended me to our video chief
Todd Marks. Tom and Monica and I were all
in the Nemesis graphics department, and
Todd was head of playback on the feature, so
it was almost a case of simply continuing on
with a lot of the same crew. I won’t say that
anything I did prior to Nemesis had a huge
effect on my being hired, but they all under-
stood after a few weeks on Nemesis that I
knew a thing or two about media SF, aero-
space technology, and especially Unreal
Tournament. We ended up playing some of
the stage playback guys on Nemesis via a
local network, and we whipped ‘em but good.
MEDIC! 

The general style of the SOLARIS graphics

was very unlike Trek, and more like a combi-
nation of NASA instrumentation and Flash ani-
mation. Lots of stuff going on at once, and I
think it works well within the context of the
story and the overall visual look. I worked pri-
marily with Todd Marks, with general direction
and input tweaks from production designer
Phil Messina. I gather that Steven Soderbergh
generally liked what we’ve done, and any
changes came through Phil to Todd to us. We
generated a few different looks for the screen
animations, depending on which set or space-
craft they played in; I mostly built style lay-
outs and small animated clips. I stayed until
the last week of shooting, along with former
Voyager and Enterprise graphic artist Geoff
Mandell. I must say that the change of style
and overall change of job title and scenery
were particularly refreshing. While I main-
tained a definite liking for the weekly pay-
check for some fifteen years at Paramount,
it’s also been good for me as an artist to
stretch. 

Would you ever return to the franchise
to design a major new starship... say for
another movie or television series?

RS: If I were ever invited back to Trek, it
would certainly have to be in the context of
an artist position on a series or feature; in
this business one does not simply come in to
design a single ship. I rather doubt that’s
going to happen, unless Viacom decides it’s
good to split the franchise again into two con-
current TV shows or shorten the time
between Trek films. I suspect that they’ll stick
to a single TV show and the occasional fea-
ture, though my guess right now is that they
don’t have a clue as to what the next feature
will involve. So many variables enter into
making a movie, not the least of which are
actor contracts, signing a writer, picking a
release date, all of which can wrench the con-
tent of a Trek film about drastically. 

What do you think of Doug Drexler’s
NX-01 design for ENTERPRISE?

RS: As to the NX-01, with the approvals
process and the marching orders Doug and
John Eaves undoubtedly had to follow—re:
the identifiable Akira hull structures—the
result is a decent looking vehicle, just not for
the show’s time period. I could see the design
as something to come after the TOS
Enterprise, not before, despite the producers’
high RPM spin about the updating of the look
and feel for a hip new audience and the com-
ments about the visual inspiration of the
Lockheed P-38 Lightning. The deflector hard-
ware, the aztec hull plating, the rapid
“upgrading” of weapons systems to almost
Voyager levels of technology feels totally
anachronistic, which is somewhat amusing
given the temporal cold war thread of the
series. Would that they had made something
of an SF connection between the ship design

and the storyline; that would have been origi-
nal and clever. 

Which Starship Enterprise is your
favorite?

RS: I would have to say that my favorite
Enterprise is really a toss-up between the
1701 refit from TMP and the 1701-C. I like
both for different reasons; the refit for the
clean lines and real movie spaceship feel, and
the Ent-C for it’s slightly beefier, possibly
more solid appearance, something you could
get a satisfying clang out of from a good
whack with a spanner. 

Do you have any STAR TREK designs
that you developed and were fond of
but were never used on screen?

RS: During the runs of TNG, DS9, or
Voyager, only once did I ever get far enough
to really flesh out (*and* get excited about) a
design that was never used, and that was the
early maquette-stage Voyager I built as a
foamcore and bondo study model. Usually the
design process pretty well insured that what-
ever preliminary sketches the producers
picked, that was the direction I was going to
go in. Most every ship design I contributed
was approved, worked up as CG sketches or
paper blueprints, and then modeled in plastic
or in polygons. I enjoyed a relatively free
hand in shaping the spacecraft, either
Starfleet or alien, and if some minor detail
didn’t come out on screen exactly as I had
proposed, well, I didn’t sweat it. It’s a show.
Sure, I voiced a few alternate ideas or
scratched my head out loud to our VFX super-
visors if I saw a finished clip that looked odd
to my aerospace tech eyes, but that’s as far
as it went. I recall that when Paris and Torres
went racing in the Delta Flyer, the ejected
“pancake” warp core didn’t match my sketch-
es. No biggie. I made my mark with Voyager,
Prometheus, Dauntless, Stargazer, Klingon
Attack Cruiser, Hirogen hunter ship, and a few
hundred other ships and props. 

How do you feel about the sometimes
obsessive nature of fans to learn every-
thing they can about a ficticious starship
design, and even ask individuals like
yourself about engineering-like details
that while potentially based in real sci-
ence are mostly made-up?

RS: I think it’s great to exercise the brain
cells in working up the details for a complete
spaceship. Respectable rocket scientists do it
every day, and future engineers have played
in the Star Trek and general science fiction
hardware realm while working toward their
chosen fields. That’s absolutely terrific. We
build plastic models, make resin kits, draw
blueprints, chat online, and do all of the fan-
nish things that have kept Trek alive all this
time. I correspond with aerospace grad stu-
dents who do hypersonic airfoil analyses dur-
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ing the day and dream up shield strengths
against Type X phasers at night. They do it
for fun; they’ve got their heads screwed on
straight, as do most of the fans I’ve come
across. Do some go overboard? Sure; but you
find that in every area of pop culture. Some
can get a bit nasty and petulant about errors
in the episodes and in publications like the
technical manuals. They’re in the minority and
may simply need to get out more. I won’t say
“get a life,” as that’s become overused. I get
emails asking for blueprints and photographs
and how many shuttles do I think can fit in
ships I didn’t have a hand in designing. I
politely tell them what I can and can’t pro-
vide, and if I don’t know anything about a
certain topic, I say sorry, no idea, but try
some of the fan websites or Google. 

I’m always intrigued by aerospace tech dis-
cussions with fans and non-fans. While on the
show, I would try to suggest some new idea
or great-sounding real term (*cascade fail-
ure*, a real term, was one of my offerings),
without requiring a long on-screen explana-
tion. Sometimes I’d write up slightly longish
notes for the writers, but mainly to give them
background info on the correct usage of a
concept. That could be viewed as fannish,
except that we operated under the production
realities of a weekly television series. After
filling in the most important (TECH) blanks in
the script, I tried my best to offer only what I
thought were clever and plausible SF ideas,
within the context of whatever ship or bit of
prop gear was being discussed. Antimatter-
spiked fusion is a real idea, whereas a
Frumium Drive is all BS, unless you take a
couple of minutes out of watching WWF to try
to work out at least some of the mechanisms.
Did I have it all worked out in my head? Nah,
but I had a better idea than anyone else,
which is what happens when you live and
breathe the stuff for fifteen years, more like
thirty if you count the aerospace and astro-
nomical projects I worked on before TNG
began. I can’t say I’ve discussed the tech in
the Enterprise series, because so much of the
science and engineering in the show has gone
missing or strangely babelized to the point
where even I can’t decipher it. I don’t envy
the well-meaning tech fans who may attempt
to make sense of the show. 

You’ve contributed to both the STAR
TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION and DEEP
SPACE NINE (co-author) technical man-
uals. How much of the science of the
designs fell to you after creating them?

RS: The first tech manual I worked on was
the TNG version with Mike Okuda. We had
written a small flood of memos to the writers
and producers during the first season of the
show, what we considered interesting sugges-
tions for changes in terminology, procedures,
or slight direction changes in the plot where it

concerned a particular piece of hardware. The
producers didn’t have to listen to any of it, of
course, but folks like Gene, Bob Justman,
Eddie Milkis, David Gerrold, and Dorothy
Fontana were gracious and attentive. Since
Mike and I really did know a bit of 20th and
24th century rocket science and science fic-
tion, eventually, they trusted us to fix just
about every (TECH) question that might come
up in a script. 

Early on, Bob Justman didn’t really know us
well, and once asked, “Do you guys dream
about this stuff at night?” I replied, “Nah,
we’re pretty normal.” Which told me fairly
quickly that we knew the science and technol-
ogy okay, it was a matter of making sure we
had a balance of engineering and “cool.” 

All of the collected memos from 1987 to
roughly 1989 served as the basis of the Star
Trek: The Next Generation Technical Manual,
published by Pocket Books. A lot of pizza and
noodles were consumed by Mike and me as
we fleshed out the shields, phasers, warp
core, photon torpedoes, and all the other
parts a good starship should have. Back in
the early days of TNG, licensing soon became
big, and Pocket agreed that the TM would be
a good thing. Mike and I wrote about half the
book each, tackling topics we were particular-
ly fond of; I dove into the propulsion and
structural and weapons stuff, and Mike devel-
oped transporter, medical, procedures, and
life support sections; those sorts of things.
We each provided illustrations, either generat-
ed in Adobe Illustrator, or ink on mylar, and
we had a few freelance artists help out with
the diagrams, like the late Dan Gauthier,who
understood real space hardware and was a
damned good inker to boot. To date, I think
the TM has sold maybe 750,000 copies, but
I’d have to check. We certainly broke
500,000. 

The next major project I did with Pocket
was the 1701-D Blueprints. It wasn’t my first
choice, since I really wanted to see an ency-
clopedic book of all the ships of Star Trek, but
Pocket had other ideas. I agreed to do the
Blueprints, not realizing it would bulk out to
thirteen sheets and eighteen months of work,
but I’m generally pleased with the results.
Pocket had problems with the clamshell box,
which was touted as cool and sturdy, but the
shrink-wrapping crunched the seams on a
good number of them. The sheets themselves
were a fun challenge, incorporating a lot of
what we knew about the ship and stage sets,
and areas we never got to see, like the dol-
phin and whale habitats. I enlisted the help of
Dan Gauthier, Todd Guenther (Ships of the
Star Fleet), and Jeanne L. Rogers, whose day
job involved ink drawings of real aircraft and
missile systems. Like the TMs, the Blueprints
aren’t perfect, and they aren’t complete, but
they are a trigger, a foundation for discus-

sions about the amazing and possible, one
catalyst for imagining the future. 

Honestly, even if I get verbal abuse on the
net for leaving out details or getting some
hull measurement wrong, I’d much rather see
fans sitting around looking for the Arboretum
and arguing shield grids versus phasers than
passing around the latest piece of musical
poop gangsta rap mp3. Yes, the books and
other publication projects are tie-ins to an
entertainment property, but there’s nothing to
say one can’t be a bit idealistic or altruistic or
gads—even technologically cool while sup-
porting the marketing machine. Star Trek has
given some of us an opportunity to present
really amazing ideas, and even outside of
Trek, it’s going to continue. 

The latest and last book I did with Pocket
was the DS9 TM, which was a bit of an
unweidly volume to assemble, though I do
like the final result, warts and all. I wrangled
the project for Pocket, wrote all the text and
tables, and Doug Drexler produced all of the
illustrations, based in part on the graphic
design work he was doing for the series. 

One of the first ideas I had with the DS9
book was to make it in the form of a techno-
logical puzzle, with Chief O’Brien providing a
running narration and clues to a ticking-clock
mystery (actually, it could make for a good
video game). I was hoping to do something
very different from the TNG TM, but the
amount of structural framing for the story
would have taken far too long to create,
along with all of the tech info, so I retreated
to the safety of a more normal TM. The big
difference in the DS9 book is that we got to
see more of the adversary hardware, espe-
cially the station itself, and that was a lot of
fun inventing Cardassian equipment and pro-
cedures. I can’t take too much of either the
credit or the blame for the ship specs, since I
was measuring off drawings given to me, and
somewhere in the fray, some numerical data
went south, so we get what we get. Even
Mike left “tritanium” out of the first ST
Encyclopedia. Over the three projects, I’d
done what I could with the material and the
time available, and most people have
expressed their satisfaction with them. 

While I’m no longer doing books with
Pocket (which means, unfortunately, that I
won’t be doing the Voyager TM), I am contin-
uing a series of tech and design articles for
the Star Trek Magazine, so I haven’t totally
left the franchise behind. Regardless of the
strange and wonderously inscrutable ways of
the producers, it’s still a pretty neat universe
to explore.
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2002 CONVENTIONS

LIBERTYCON 16: (UPDATE) The LibertyCon family is very
sad to announce that due to a catastrophic fire at our host
hotel, we have had to postpone this year’s LibertyCon con-
vention until 2003.  The good news is that we will have a
completely remodeled hotel for LibertyCon 16 in 2003, where
we will also be proudly hosting DeepSouthCon 41.  If you

have already pre-registered for the 2002 convention, you will have the option of having your 2002 member-
ship refunded or having it rolled over to LibertyCon 16/DSC41 in 2003. All of the convention rates are going
to remain the same membership, dealer’s tables, etc etc.  Anyone that has made a reservation at the
Ramada Inn will have their reservations cancelled. Just to be sure, we recommend that you contact the
Ramada Reservations Center at their toll-free number of 1-800-228-2828 or the hotel directly at (423) 894-
6110.  If you have any further questions, please email us at libertycon@libertycon.org or visit our website at
www.libertycon.org 

DRAGON*CON: August 30-September 2, 2002.  Altanta, GA.  RATES:  $45 through 02/15/2002, $50
through 05/15/2002, $60 through 07/15/2002, $75 thereafter and at-the-door. Beginning August 30, 2002.
Lifetime Membership is $500.  HOTELS:  Marriott and the Hyatt.  265 Peachtree Street NE, Atlanta, Georgia,
30303. (404) 577-1234.  HOTEL RATES:  Single: $144 Double: $144 Triple: $154 Quad: $164.  GUESTS:  188
confirmed guests.  EVENTS:  Art Show, Dealers, Digital Art Gallery and 1st Annual Renderosity Conference,
Dawn Look-a-like Contest, Professional Championship Wrestling.  Registration forms can be found at:
http://www.dragoncon.com/ (then click on 2002 memberships). or to pay by Visa or MasterCard call
(770) 909-0115 

Con*Stellation XXI: Pavo:  October 18-20, 2002.  Huntsville, Al.  RATES: $35 through 20 September 2002,
$40 thereafter and at the door ,Children’s Rates Available.  HOTEL:  Not listed yet.  EVENTS:  Art Show, The
Masquerade, Photo Gallery, The Ongoing David O. Miller T-Shirt Retrospective.  To Register or Request
Information Write to: (Please Send a Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope), Con*Stellation XXI: Pavo, P.O. Box
4857, Huntsville AL 35815-4857, or call Marie at 256-880-8210, no collect calls. Email
constel@con-stellation.org or visit our website at http://www.con-stellation.org/
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